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average﻿hourly﻿wind﻿ speed﻿prediction﻿ for﻿ a﻿ prediction﻿horizon﻿of﻿ six﻿ hours﻿ ahead.﻿
Results﻿demonstrate﻿the﻿ability﻿of﻿the﻿methodology﻿in﻿accurately﻿forecasting﻿the﻿wind﻿








a﻿ sustainable﻿ source﻿of﻿ energy,﻿ but﻿most﻿ importantly,﻿ it﻿may﻿ contribute﻿ in﻿ greener﻿
and﻿less﻿polluted﻿cities﻿of﻿the﻿future﻿(Brenna﻿et﻿al.,﻿2012).﻿Therefore,﻿utilization﻿of﻿
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The﻿methodology﻿ aims﻿ in﻿predicting﻿ the﻿wind﻿ speed﻿ in﻿very﻿ short-term﻿prediction﻿
horizon.﻿It﻿should﻿be﻿noted﻿that﻿ there﻿is﻿a﻿high﻿variety﻿of﻿methods﻿that﻿exist﻿ in﻿ the﻿
literature﻿that﻿use﻿tools﻿from﻿artificial﻿intelligence﻿and﻿statistics﻿(Cadenas﻿and﻿River,﻿
2010;﻿Du﻿et﻿al.,﻿2008;﻿Li﻿and﻿Shi,﻿2010;Lei﻿at﻿al.,﻿2014;﻿Soman﻿et﻿al.,﻿2010).﻿However,﻿
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aims﻿ in﻿capturing﻿ the﻿dynamics﻿of﻿ the﻿wind﻿ in﻿very﻿ short﻿ term﻿ahead﻿of﻿ time,﻿and﻿
subsequently﻿predicting﻿any﻿abrupt﻿changes﻿in﻿wind﻿speed.






2.1. Gaussian Process Regression
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Mackay,1998)﻿ that﻿ the﻿GPR﻿ framework﻿ provides﻿ a﻿ predictive﻿ distribution﻿whose﻿




















Overall,﻿ we﻿may﻿ conclude﻿ that﻿ selection﻿ of﻿ the﻿ appropriate﻿ kernel﻿ allows﻿ the﻿
modeler﻿to﻿control﻿the﻿output﻿predictive﻿distribution.﻿Therefore,﻿kernel﻿selection﻿plays﻿
an﻿important﻿role﻿depending﻿on﻿the﻿application.
2.2. Particle Swarm Optimization
Evolutionary﻿ computing﻿ is﻿ a﻿ branch﻿ of﻿ artificial﻿ intelligence﻿ algorithms﻿ inspired﻿
by﻿ natural﻿ processes.﻿One﻿ prominent﻿ evolutionary﻿ algorithm﻿ is﻿ the﻿ particle﻿ swarm﻿
optimization﻿that﻿emulates﻿the﻿behavior﻿of﻿birds﻿in﻿a﻿flock﻿(Shi,﻿2001).﻿PSO﻿has﻿been﻿



















soct t+( ) = ( )+ +1 ﻿ (7)
with﻿ vin﻿ being﻿ the﻿ inertia﻿ factor﻿ (i.e.,﻿ system﻿memory),﻿ vcogn﻿ the﻿ cognitive﻿ factor﻿
(particle’s﻿own﻿experience),﻿and﻿vsoc﻿the﻿social﻿factor﻿(neighbor﻿particle﻿experience).
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PSO﻿ requires﻿ the﻿ initialization﻿ of﻿ a﻿ set﻿ of﻿ particles,﻿ i.e.,﻿ the﻿ swarm,﻿ and﻿ their﻿
placement﻿in﻿random﻿positions﻿in﻿the﻿search﻿space.﻿However,﻿particle﻿placement,﻿and﻿
subsequent﻿movement﻿is﻿constrained﻿by﻿the﻿boundaries﻿of﻿the﻿search﻿space;﻿particles﻿





3. VeRy-SHORT TeRM WINd SPeed FOReCASTING
3.1. Problem Statement









amount﻿ of﻿ generated﻿ energy﻿ and﻿ 2)﻿ the﻿ time﻿ intervals﻿ of﻿wind﻿ energy﻿ availability.﻿
Hence,﻿wind﻿speed﻿ forecasting﻿may﻿contribute﻿ to﻿ integration﻿of﻿wind﻿power﻿ to﻿ the﻿
power﻿grid﻿in﻿an﻿efficient﻿way.
The﻿ variability﻿ of﻿ wind﻿ speed﻿ with﻿ respect﻿ to﻿ time,﻿ allows﻿ forecasting﻿ to﻿ be﻿









in﻿ this﻿work﻿ is﻿ the﻿kernel﻿modeled﻿Gaussian﻿processes,﻿which﻿have﻿been﻿proved﻿ to﻿
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Matérn﻿ kernel﻿models﻿ non-smooth﻿ processes,﻿ the﻿ Gaussian﻿ kernel﻿ stationary﻿ and﻿
smooth﻿processes,﻿and﻿the﻿neural﻿network﻿(NN)﻿kernel﻿non-stationary﻿processes.﻿The﻿
aforementioned﻿kernels﻿are﻿comprised﻿of﻿one﻿or﻿more﻿parameters﻿that﻿are﻿evaluated﻿




Figure 1. Block diagram of the wind forecasting methodology
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Once﻿ training﻿ is﻿ completed﻿ the﻿ individual﻿ kernel﻿ machines﻿ are﻿ utilized﻿ for﻿
prediction﻿making﻿of﻿ the﻿hourly﻿wind﻿ speed﻿ in﻿ the﻿next﻿ two﻿hours.﻿The﻿ individual﻿
predictions﻿are﻿recorded﻿and﻿forwarded﻿to﻿the﻿next﻿step﻿where﻿a﻿linear﻿ensemble﻿is﻿
formed.﻿The﻿linear﻿ensemble﻿takes﻿the﻿form﻿given﻿below:
P t P t P t P t
E M M G G N N





In﻿ the﻿ linear﻿ ensemble﻿ of﻿ (9)﻿ the﻿ unknown﻿ parameters﻿ are﻿ the﻿ three﻿ linear﻿
coefficients.﻿ To﻿ evaluate﻿ the﻿ linear﻿ coefficients,﻿ we﻿ formulate﻿ a﻿ single﻿ objective﻿
optimization﻿problem.﻿The﻿objective﻿function﻿is﻿the﻿mean﻿square﻿error﻿(MSE):
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4. ReSULTS




speeds﻿ for﻿ the﻿dates﻿ January﻿1,﻿2017﻿ -﻿ January﻿16,﻿2017﻿and﻿are﻿measured﻿ in﻿m/s.﻿
Furthermore,﻿the﻿training﻿of﻿the﻿Gaussian﻿process﻿models﻿is﻿performed﻿by﻿the﻿Pollak-
Ribiere﻿optimization﻿algorithm﻿(Alamaniotis﻿et﻿al.,﻿2012).












Table 1. Wind speed forecasting results
Day 
Year 2017
Mean Square Error (MSE)
GPR Matérn GPR Gaussian GPR NN Ensemble GP-GA Ensemble GP-PSO
Jan﻿1 4.3760 3.2278 19.5567 5.5826 5.5141
Jan﻿2 0.9309 0.9930 4.8403 2.7597 2.3507
Jan﻿3 3.4792 3.4183 7.3549 3.0299 3.0283
Jan4 2.3489 2.5974 8.1688 2.6938 2.5270
Jan﻿5 2.9935 2.6757 10.1454 2.4794 2.3222
Jan﻿6 4.4923 4.4388 6.9932 4.1001 4.0532
Jan﻿7 3.0224 2.5706 12.0454 3.3698 3.1949
Jan﻿8 3.4567 3.5819 7.1300 2.1973 2.1695
Jan﻿9 6.7584 6.3367 9.0655 8.2583 8.2583
Jan﻿10 4.9825 5.2828 9.5152 2.1465 1.6106
Jan﻿11 7.2305 7.3023 7.6721 5.5978 5.5523
Jan﻿12 1.5299 1.5808 2.2429 1.9449 1.8578
Jan﻿13 3.1357 3.4640 4.1996 3.6720 3.6720
Jan﻿14 3.8547 3.9875 6.1555 5.1869 5.1841
Jan﻿15 3.2337 2.8951 3.3283 3.4411 3.4386
Jan﻿16 5.8400 5.8776 6.5554 6.4865 6.4401
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Figure 2. Hourly wind speed forecasts against true speed for January 3, 2017
Figure 3. Hourly wind speed forecasts against true speed for January 7, 2017
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Figure 4. Hourly wind speed forecasts against true speed for January 8, 2017
Figure 5. Hourly wind speed forecasts against true speed for January 10, 2017
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model﻿ that﻿ performs﻿ better﻿ than﻿ the﻿ rest﻿ in﻿ all﻿ cases.﻿ Though﻿ the﻿Gaussian﻿ kernel﻿
provides﻿the﻿lowest﻿error﻿in﻿many﻿cases,﻿it﻿does﻿not﻿consistently﻿perform﻿better﻿than﻿
the﻿rest.﻿This﻿observation﻿supports﻿the﻿statement﻿that﻿we﻿do﻿not﻿know﻿a﻿priori﻿which﻿
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